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Optimization methods have been historically applied to a wide variety of military
problems, including military transportation and logistics, emergency response, sensor
deployment, target detection, cyberdefense, and more. Meanwhile, the diverse prob-
lems in military and defense applications exhibit special structures and features that
have inspired the development of new optimization methodologies, in particular in
network optimization, game theory, stochastic and dynamic control.

The aim of this special issue was to solicit original, high-quality papers that address
emerging trends and advances in the theories and applications of optimization meth-
ods for defense and national security. We have received many submissions and, after
a rigorous peer review process, 18 papers were selected for publication. These papers
cover problems of military resource planning, staff scheduling, dispatching, vehi-
cle/aircraft routing, set covering, and network interdiction. The related methods vary
from stochastic programming, integer programming, and convex programming, to sto-
chastic control, machine learning, and meta-heuristics. In particular, the majority of
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the published papers concern complex military systems, data processing, navigation,
and other important military missions.

This special issue was planned in conjunction with the recently established Mathe-
matical Modeling and Optimization Institute that is funded by the Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL) and hosted at the University of Florida Research and Engineering
Education Facility (UF-REEF) in close proximity to Eglin Air Force Base. The Insti-
tute facilitates multi-university collaborative activities in modeling and optimization
research in military applications. The Institute also hosts its annual review confer-
ence at UF-REEF every summer. This conference serves as a forum for all interested
researchers to present and discuss recent results on related topics. Some of the papers
in this special issue have resulted from those activities. We hope that this compilation
of papers will provide an informative and stimulating read to all audiences.

We would like to thank many people who offered their generous help and made
this special issue possible. First, we sincerely thank the two Editors-in-Chief of the
journal, Professor Pavlo Krokhmal and Professor Oleg Prokopyev, who supported
the idea and entrusted us with carrying it through. Also, we would like to thank the
EditorialOffice for providing prompt assistancewith the editorialmanagement system.
Furthermore, we thank all the authors for submitting to this special issue as a worthy
outlet for their research work. Last but not least, our deepest appreciation goes to all
the reviewers, who provided their valuable time and effort to perform the reviews of all
the submitted manuscripts. They have given very constructive and helpful comments
that led to improved presentations of many of the submitted manuscripts.
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